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Turner Mining Group is a mining services contractor that is revolutionizing the 

industry. Mining is considered an old, tired industry that’s getting a bad rep 

when it comes to environmental sustainability – and that couldn’t be further 

from the truth. 

We are developing the next generation of leaders who will take mining to a 

new level.

Focused on people above all else, cultivating an undeniable culture and an 

untamed desire to win.

There’s no such thing as secrets when it comes to our business. If other 

contractors want to replicate the same cocktail of experience, professionalism, 

innovation and culture – we dare them.

Changing THE GAME
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Connect with us

See it

Live it

Be a part of it

Email
Media@turnermining.com

Web
www.turnermining.com

https://www.instagram.com/turner_mining_group/
https://www.facebook.com/turnermining/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/turner-mining-group/
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What We Do

Turner Mining Group is a full-

service mining contractor with 

extensive experience operating sites 

across North America.

We offer tailored solutions from 

contract mining, overburden removal 

and crushing to specialty 

earthworks, environmental 

remediation and final reclamation.

Our ability to operate multiple sites 

across regions provides the 

advantage of a single point of 

contact and consistent delivery, 

making business easier.

We guarantee superior quality work 

with the highest degree of safety 

and professionalism. Beyond
EXPECTATIONS
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What We Stand For

Vision

As the trusted full-service provider, we are a positive force transforming the mining industry 

through dedication to our purpose, people and partners.

Purpose

To make life better for the mining industry.

Values

A Heart for People

We are a people company, that performs mining services. We are building a team that feels 

like a family, holding each other ruthlessly accountable for our collective wellbeing.

A Mind for Innovation 

No thought left behind. We relentlessly pursue innovative ways to get the job done that 

change our industry. No process is set in stone. 

An Eye for Safety

We believe that doing the job safely, IS doing the job productively. We go to extremes – big 

and small – to ensure we remain a trusted partner and employer.

Powered by PEOPLE
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Actions speak LOUDER

Partners

“Turner Mining Group not only delivered on the experience that was promised, 

they set the bar! Safety is always my top priority and the Turner team at my 

location accomplished some pretty difficult tasks without injury or incident. 

They were even subjected to several MSHA inspections in which there were no 

citations. They delivered on what they said they would do, communication was 

excellent, and there were no change orders when conditions changed. I would 

highly recommend Turner Mining.”

“A completely different type of 

mining culture where you’re able to 

have fun at work, but still be safe and 

productive. Turner Mining invests in 

their employees and people are given 

the chance to grow.”

- Project Manager

“Working for Turner Mining is a 

company that treats you like family, 

that supports and helps you grow 

from a driver, to operator, or even a 

Forman the sky's the limit with a fast 

growing company that does not treat 

you like a number, and gives you the 

opportunity for an amazing career 

where you get to work outdoors and 

travel through out the state's.”

- Haul Truck Driver

Teammates

- National Aggregates Producer
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Behind The Brand

Keaton Turner is the President and 

Founder of Turner Mining Group. A 

visionary leader with broad understanding 

of the mining industry, Keaton knew a 

people-focused, nation-wide contractor 

could revolutionize the industry. Prior to 

starting Turner Mining Group, Keaton 

headed a division of Turner Contracting, 

Inc., supervising strategic direction, 

operations, and commercial development. 

Keaton holds a Bachelor’s of Science in 

Construction Management and Business 

Administration from Indiana State 

University. As a young, yet thriving

entrepreneur, Keaton is known for his 

candid personality, transparent approach 

to business and tremendous belief in 

people.
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Behind The Brand

Thomas Haun is the Chief Operating 

Officer of Turner Mining Group. A 

commercial leader experienced in new 

business creation, Thomas has held 

leadership roles across operations, 

sales and marketing, strategy, and 

finance. Before joining Turner Mining 

Group, Thomas led global business 

teams for PrecisionHawk overseeing 

strategic direction, ecosystem 

development, and commercial 

partnerships. Thomas recognized the 

opportunity for Turner Mining Group to 

drive change in the industry by starting 

with our people. He leads the

organization toward reshaping the 

mining space, ultimately generating 

results for clients and bringing value to 

partners. Thomas holds an MBA from 

Harvard Business School.
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Behind The Brand

Tracy O’Brien is the Chief Marketing Officer of Turner 

Mining Group. Having spent her entire career across various 

aspects of marketing, Tracy has experience in brand, 

content and product marketing. Her industry experience 

spans healthcare, agriculture, financial services and outdoor 

recreation; most recently leading marketing at Breckenridge

Ski Resort in Colorado. Tracy was drawn to Turner Mining 

Group’s culture and the authentic story being woven around

good quality humans. Since joining, she’s been focused on 

amplifying the brand in ways that have yet to be done in the

mining industry. Tracy holds an MBA from Indiana University.
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Passion STANDS OUT
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Press & Media Requests

We love to connect with people and 

share our raw, candid perspective.

• News article interviews

• Speaking engagements

• Educational & development 

sessions

• Tradeshows

• Podcasts

• Content collaborations

• Influencer opportunities

Please direct all press & media 

requests via email to: 

media@turnermining.com

Dare to be
DIFFERENT


